POLICE DEPARTMENT FIRING RANGE RENOVATION 2017
Amendment #1
The following changes / clarifications / additions have been added for the above captioned Project, dated July 20, 2017,
as follows. All provisions of the original Drawings and Specifications shall remain in force, except as specifically modified
or changed herein, or by other Addenda.
1. CLARIFICATION: The pre-bid meeting sign-in sheet is attached as a general reference.
2. CLARIFICATION: The target system is a fixed clamp system, but targets can be angled.
3. QUESTION: Can you please tell me if the electrical is going to be a separate prime bid or if it is all bidding to a
General Contractor?
ANSWER: The bid will be awarded to one Contractor.
4. QUESTION: It is noted that your baffle design (which is referred to as ballistic panel angle deflector) is typical for
a single firing line range, however, the intent outlined in your RFP is 180-degree intentional firing. Are the
shooters going downrange? If yes, is there the required concrete ceiling for type of ammo fired above the
baffles?
ANSWER: There is an acoustical ceiling in the range with baffles.
5. QUESTION: Wall panels – The drawing indicates the covering the trap sidewall areas and approx. 32’ back from
the trap toe. The spec indicates full 75’ coverage. Which is correct?
ANSWER: Install a sufficient quantity of panels to cover the sidewall areas of the bullet trap and continue back
32’ from the front of the trap on both (2) sidewalls–up to the illustrated 8’ elevation.
6. QUESTION: Can wall panels set on the floor – in lieu of being placed 3” up from floor height? There are weight
load concerns.
ANSWER: Contractor is to run ballistic wall panels from floor up 8’0”.
7. QUESTION: Can the front edge of the wall panels simply use a 20-degree angle AR500 armor plate for closure?
ANSWER: Yes.
8. QUESTION: Target holders - The drawing shows 17 possible hanging locations (Items labeled A1) – but the spec
states 25 locations. Which is correct?
ANSWER: We would like to have (8) extra hangers. We will install 17 of the hangers.
9. QUESTION: What is the frequency of use in the range?
ANSWER: Police train outdoors during the warmer month. Range usage is higher during fall/winter.

Attachments: Pre-bid sign in sheet
Contacts for this proposal: LStyczen@wheaton.il.us

